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1. Introduction

Classification is a type of statistical problem where we want to predict a predefined class membership accurately based

on features of an individual. In classification, we aim to learn the discrimination rule attaining the minimum error rate

over novel cases. In the statistics literature, Fisher’s linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and quadratic discriminant

analysis (QDA) are classical examples of a discriminant rule, and modern statistical tools include classification trees,

logistic regression, neural networks, and kernel density based methods.

This talk introduces the support vector machine (SVM), a classification method which has drawn tremendous

attention in machine learning, a thriving area of computer science, for the last decade or so. It has been successfully

used in many applications of data mining, engineering, and bioinformatics. Motivated by the statistical learning

theory, Vapnik and his collaborators (Boser et al., 1992) proposed the optimal separating hyperplane and its nonlinear

generalization for pattern recognition in the early 1990’s, which is now known as the SVM. For complete treatment

of the subject, see Vapnik (1998); Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor (2000); Schölkopf and Smola (2002) and references

therein.

The method has gained its popularity in part due to simple geometric interpretation, competitive classification

accuracy in practice, and an elegant theory behind. In addition, it has such operational characteristics as sparsity

and duality, and they render the method an appealing data-analytic tool. The sparsity of the SVM solution leads to

efficient data reduction for massive data at the testing stage, and the mathematical duality allows coherent handling of

high dimensional data.

On the statistical side, a salient aspect of the SVM as a classification rule is its mechanism to directly focus on

the decision boundary. One of the earlier references of the SVM (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995) begins by noting how

quickly the number of parameters to estimate increases in Fisher’s normal discriminant paradigm as the dimension of

the feature space increases. Instead of probability model parameters, the SVM aims at classification boundary directly

by a hyperplane with maximum margin, amending the non-uniqueness of Rosenblatt’s perceptron (an earlier attempt

to find a hyperplane for discrimination). This ‘hard’ classification approach departs from more traditional approach

of ‘soft’ classification through estimation of the underlying probability model that generates data. Whether the latter

is more appropriate than the former depends largely on the context of applications, and their relative efficiency still

remains to be an open question.

Contrasting hard classification with soft classification, this talk provides an overview of the SVM with more focus

on conceptual understanding than technical details. Geometric formulation of the method, related computation, and

the resulting operational characteristics are outlined. Various aspects of the method are examined with emphasis on

its statistical properties and connection.
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2. Method

Consider a classification problem where multivariate attributes and a categorical response are measured for each

subject. Let X = (X1, . . . , Xp) ∈ X = Rp denote the predictors and Y the variable for the response which takes one

of, say, k nominal class labels, Y = {1, . . . , k}. Then training data are given as a set of n observation pairs, Dn =

{(xi, yi), i = 1, . . . , n}, where (xi, yi)’s are viewed as iid random outcomes of (X,Y) from some unknown distribution

PX,Y .

The ultimate goal of classification is to understand informative patterns that exist in the predictors in relation

to their corresponding class labels. For that reason, classification is known as pattern recognition in the computer

science literature. It aims to find a classification rule, ϕ : X → Y based on the training data which can be generalized

to future cases from PX,Y . In binary classification (k = 2), such a rule ϕ is constructed by finding a real-valued

discriminant function f first and taking either the indicator ϕ(x) = I( f (x) ≥ 0) if two classes are labeled 0 or 1, or its

sign ϕ(x) = sgn( f (x)) if labeled ±1. In the latter, the classification boundary is determined by the zero level set of f ,

{x : f (x) = 0}.

2.1. Linear SVM

WithY = {−1, 1}, suppose that two classes in the training data are linearly separable, so a linear discriminant function,

f (x) = β′x+β0, could be adequate. In contrast to the LDA, the linear SVM looks for the hyperplane with the maximum

margin between two classes. Mathematically, the optimal hyperplane is defined through β0 and β that minimize

1

2
∥β∥2 subject to yi(β

′xi + β0) ≥ 1 for all i = 1, . . . , n. (2.1)

In a decision theoretic view, the SVM is a procedure that directly minimizes the error rate under the 0-1 loss.

Differently from data modeling strategy in statistics, this approach of risk minimization is commonly employed in

machine learning for supervised-learning problems as encapsulated in the empirical risk minimization principle. Yet,

as a result of error rate minimization, the SVM classifier is inevitably limited in inference on the underlying probability

distribution. Although the margin may well be justified as a simple geometric notion to determine a unique separating

hyperplane in the separable case, the rationale for a large margin is, in fact, deeply rooted in the statistical learning

theory of Vapnik (1998). It shows that a notion of the capacity of a family of linear classifiers is inversely related

to the margin size, and large margin classifiers can be expected to give lower test error rates. Clearly, maximizing

the margin is a form of regularization akin to penalization of regression coefficients in ridge regression (Hoerl and

Kennard, 1970) in order to control model complexity for stability and accuracy in estimation.

When the training data are not linearly separable, we relax the separability condition in (2.1) and introduce a set

of non-negative slack variables ξi’s for the data points such that

ξi + yi(β
′xi + β0) ≥ 1, ξi ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . . , n. (2.2)

To minimize the error bound
∑n

i=1 ξi and at the same time to maximize the margin, the SVM formulation is modified to

seek β0, β, and ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξn)
′ that minimize

1

n

n∑
i=1

ξi +
λ

2
∥β∥2 subject to (2.2). Here λ is a positive tuning parameter

that controls the trade-off between the error bound and the margin. It can be shown that the above modification is

equivalent to finding β0 and β that minimize

1

n

n∑
i=1

(1 − yi(β′xi + β0))+ +
λ

2
∥β∥2. (2.3)
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This equivalent form brings a new loss function known as the hinge loss for measuring a ‘goodness of fit’ of a real-

valued discriminant function. The hinge loss is a convex upper bound of the 0-1 loss and monotonically decreasing

in the functional margin, y f (x) = y(β′x + β0). The convexity of the hinge loss makes the SVM computationally more

attractive than direct minimization of the empirical error rate. ∥β∥2 in (2.3) can be immediately regarded as a penalty

imposed on the discriminant function f .

From this perspective, the SVM procedure can be cast in the general regularization framework where a function

estimation method is formulated as an optimization problem of finding f in a class of candidate functions F that

minimizes
1

n

n∑
i=1

L( f (xi), yi) + λJ( f ). Here L( f (x), y) is a loss function, J( f ) is a regularizer or a penalty imposed on

f , and λ > 0 is a tuning parameter. In light of these, the SVM can be viewed as a penalized procedure with the hinge

loss and ridge-like penalty.

2.2. Computation: Constrained optimization

Using the standard machinery of primal-dual formulations in constrained optimization theory (Mangasarian, 1994),

we can show that the dual problem of (2.3) is to maximize

n∑
i=1

αi −
1

2nλ

∑
i, j

αiα jyiy jx
′
i x j with respect to α = (α1, . . . , αn)

′ (2.4)

subject to 0 ≤ αi ≤ 1 and
∑n

i=1 αiyi = 0 for i = 1, . . . , n. Here αi’s are the Lagrange multipliers for the constraints

ξi ≥ 1 − yi(β
′xi + β0), and β = (1/nλ)

∑n
i=1 αiyixi from the optimality conditions. (2.4) is a quadratic programming

(QP) problem. Details and the relevant optimization theory can be found in Burges (1998); Schölkopf and Smola

(2002).

The dual problem in (2.4) reveals a few notable characteristics of the SVM. First, it involves n dual variables, so

the sample size could be the main factor that determines the size of the problem not the number of predictors. This

implies a great computational advantage when n is relatively small while p is very large. Second, the solution �α

depends on the attributes in the training data only through their pairwise inner products x′
i
x j. This observation proves

to be particularly useful for nonlinear extension. Third, the attributes of the data points with �αi > 0 expand �β. Such

data points are called the support vectors. The proportion of the support vectors depends on λ, but typically for a

range of values of λ, only a fraction of the data points are support vectors. In the sense, the SVM solution admits

a sparse expression in terms of the data points. This sparsity is due to the singularity of the hinge loss at 1. In

other words, all the information necessary for discrimination is contained in the support vectors. As a consequence,

it affords efficient data reduction and fast evaluation at the testing phase.

2.3. Nonlinear generalization and kernel methods

In general, hyperplanes in the input space may not be sufficiently flexible to attain the smallest possible error rate for

a given problem. The main idea of the nonlinear extension is to map the data in the original input space to a feature

space and find the hyperplane with a large margin in the feature space. For an enlarged feature space, consider

transformations of x, say, ϕm(x), m = 1, . . . ,M. Let Φ(x) = (ϕ1(x), . . . , ϕM(x))
′ be the so-called feature mapping

from Rp to a higher dimensional (possibly infinite dimensional) feature space. Then by replacing the inner product

x′
i
x j with Φ(xi)

′Φ(x j), the formulation of the linear SVM can be easily extended. For this generalization to work,

the feature mapping Φ does not need to be explicit. Specification of the bivariate function K(x, t) = Φ(x)′Φ(t) would

suffice. Replacing the Euclidean inner product in a linear method with a bivariate function, K(x, t), known as a kernel

function to obtain its nonlinear generalization is often referred to as the ‘kernel trick’ in machine learning. The only
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condition for a kernel to be valid is that it is a symmetric non-negative (semi-positive) definite function.

This generalization is closely linked to the function estimation procedure known as the reproducing kernel Hilbert

space (RKHS) method in statistics (Wahba, 1990, 1998). And the theory behind the RKHSmethods or kernel methods

in short provides a unified view of smoothing splines, a classical example of the RKHS methods for nonparametric

regression, and the kernelized SVM. The connection allows more abstract treatment of the SVM, offering a different

perspective on the methodology.

Consider a Hilbert space of real-valued functions defined on a domain X (not necessarily Rp), H with an inner

product ⟨ f , g⟩H for f , g ∈ H . A Hilbert space is an RKHS if there is a kernel function (called reproducing kernel)

K(·, ·) : X2 → R such that (i) K(x, ·) ∈ H for every x ∈ X, and (ii) ⟨K(x, ·), f (·)⟩H = f (x) for every f ∈ H and x ∈ X.
The second condition is called the reproducing property for the obvious reason that K reproduces every f in H . Let

Kx(t) = K(x, t) for a fixed x. Then the reproducing property gives a useful identity that K(x, t) = ⟨Kx(·),Kt(·)⟩H . For

a comprehensive treatment of the RKHS, see Aronszajn (1950). Consequently, reproducing kernels are non-negative

definite, and the non-negative definiteness is indeed the defining property of kernels.

Consider a regularization method inHK with kernel K: min
f∈{1}⊕HK

1

n

n∑
i=1

L( f (xi), yi)+λ∥h∥2HK
, where f (x) = β0+h(x)

with h ∈ HK and the penalty J( f ) is given by ∥h∥2HK

. Taking X = Rp,HK = {h(x) = β′x | β ∈ Rp} with K(x, t) = x′t,

and the hinge loss for L gives the linear SVM as a regularization method inHK . So, encompassing the linear SVM as a

special case, the SVM can be cast as a regularization method in an RKHSHK , which finds f (x) = β0+h(x) ∈ {1} ⊕ HK

minimizing
1

n

n∑
i=1

(1 − yi f (xi))+ + λ∥h∥2HK
. For further discussion of the perspective, see Wahba (1998).

This abstract formulation of kernel methods has no restriction on input domains and the form of kernel functions.

This makes the SVM modular and flexible when combined with a variety of kernels. For instance, kernels can be

defined on non-numerical domains such as strings of DNA bases, text, and graph, expanding the realm of applications

well beyond Euclidean spaces. Many applications in computational biology (Schölkopf et al., 2004) capitalize on the

versatility of the kernel method.

3. Statistical properties

Theoretically, the 0-1 loss defines the optimal rule that minimizes the error rate over the population. With y = ±1
and conditional probability η(x) = P(Y = 1|X = x), the optimal rule, namely, the Bayes decision rule is given

by ϕB(x) = sgn(η(x) − 1/2). In the absence of the knowledge of η(x), there are two approaches for building a

classification rule that emulates the Bayes classifier. One is to construct a probability model for the data first and

then use the estimate of η(x) from the model for classification. This yields such model-based plug-in rules as logistic

regression, LDA, QDA and other density based classification methods. The other is to aim at direct minimization of

the error rate without estimating η(x) explicitly. Large margin classifiers with a convex surrogate of the 0-1 loss fall

into the second type, and the SVM with the hinge loss is a typical example.

The discrepancy of the 0-1 loss from the surrogate loss actually used for training a classifier in the latter approach

generated an array of theoretical questions regarding necessary conditions to guarantee the Bayes risk consistency of

the resulting rules. Zhang (2004); Bartlett et al. (2006); Lin (2002) delve into the issues and provide proper conditions

for a convex surrogate loss. It turns out that only minimal conditions are necessary in the binary case to ensure the risk

consistency while much care has to be taken in the multiclass case (Lee et al., 2004; Tewari and Bartlett, 2007; Liu and

Shen, 2006). In particular, it is shown that the hinge loss is class-calibrated, meaning that it satisfies a weak notion

of consistency known as Fisher consistency. Furthermore, Steinwart (2005) and Zhang (2004) have established the

Bayes risk consistency of the SVM under some assumption on the kernel.
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A simple way to see the effect of each loss criterion on the resulting rule is to look at its population analog and

identify the limiting discriminant function defined as the population risk minimizer. For the hinge loss, the popula-

tion minimizer is sgn(η(x) − 1/2), the Bayes rule itself, while that of the binomial deviance for logistic regression

is log{η(x)/(1 − η(x))}, the true logit. If prediction is of primary concern, then the SVM can be an effective choice.

However, there are many applications where accurate estimation of the conditional probability η(x) is required for

making better decisions than just prediction of a dichotomous outcome. In those cases, the SVM offers very limited

information. This remark pertains only to the SVM with a flexible kernel. The SVM with simple kernels, the linear

SVM for one, needs to be analyzed separately. Koo et al. (2008) show that under the normality and equal variance

assumption on the attributes, the linear SVM coincides with the LDA in the limit. At least in this case, the probability

information would not be masked and can be recovered from the linear discriminant function with additional compu-

tation. However, it is generally advised that the SVM is a tool for prediction, not for modeling of the probabilistic

mechanism underlying the data.
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